Existing skeletonization methods are largely pixel-wise methods which present problems at line pattern intersection regions. Challenged by the problems, we have developed a run-length-wise method in vectorizing line pattern intersections and solving intersection distortion problem in skeletonization. We experimented the method with handwritten Chinese character and numeral character skeletonization to ®nd points of convergence and divergence and to link them into meaningful sets of data. Using these sets of data we construct windows around intersection regions and replace distorted intersection with straight line intersection. Thus we overcome the distortion problem and at the same time retain the smooth property of pixel-wise thinning. Ó
Introduction
Pixel-wise operation usually uses a 3´3 window to check the 8 neighbors, then processes the central pixel. The number of possible neighbor con®guration is 2 8 256. For a 5´5 window, the number of possible con®guration will be 2 24 16777216. That is why only 3´3 window is often used. Then because of the window size, only very limited local pattern property is being examined. This has caused many pixel-wise thinning algorithms to produce intersection distortion in their thinned results. This paper proposes an innovative method to this intersection distortion problem. The proposal is to use run-length-wise processing to ®nd intersection region in an input line image, then use pixel-wise thinning to thin the line image, then use the intersection region location data to clip the distorted intersection and then draw straight line intersection in the pixelwisely thinned image.
Section 2 of the paper is dedicated to review of literature. Section 3 discusses the intersection problem and the proposed solution. Section 4 explains the proposed algorithm. Section 5 summarizes the proposed algorithm in a pseudo code form. In Section 6, we apply the proposed algorithm to Chinese character skeletonization. In Section 7, we apply the algorithm to numerical character skeletonization. Section 8 provides some comments on experiment and results. 
Review of literature
In handwritten character recognition, thinning is usually used as a key preprocess (eg. Brown et al., 1988; Wang et al., 1994; Hu and Yan, 1998) . There are many existing methods for skeletonizing line image patterns. They can be categorized into two major groups: pixel-wise and non-pixel-wise.
The pixel-wise methods involve the pixel-wise thinning operation. In these methods contour pixels are classi®ed as removable or retainable by template matching against 3´3 patterns, then the removable contour pixels are removed iteratively, until a single pixel width skeleton of the image is reached. Earlier pixel-wise thinning algorithms only concerned with thin line connectivity (e.g. Rutovitz, 1966; Hilditch, 1969; Deutsch, 1972; Pavlidis, 1982; Zhang and Fu, 1984; Guo and Hall, 1989; Zhou et al., 1995) , end point preservation (e.g. Tamura, 1978) , shrinking skeletal leg elimination (e.g. Chen and Hsu, 1988) , parallelism (e.g. Rutovitz, 1966; Stefanelli and Rosenfeld, 1971; Guo and Hall, 1989) , speed (e.g. Zhang and Suen, 1984; Naccache and Shinghal, 1984; Xu and Wang, 1987; Wang and Zhang, 1989; Zhang and Wang, 1994) , simplicity (e.g. Zhang and Fu, 1984) , noise immunization (e.g. Chu and Suen, 1986; Zhou et al., 1995) . These algorithms produce various intersection distortions. Although some 4-neighbor connectivity algorithms (e.g. Zhang and Suen, 1984; Chen and Hsu, 1988) give better crossing line eect than 8-neighbor ones, the improvement is very limited. Algorithms using supports larger than 3´3 were suggested (e.g. OÕGorman, 1990 ), but intersection problem was still not explicitly concerned. It seems that the problems cannot be solved within the domain of pixel-wise thinning. At non-intersection regions, however, some pixel-wise thinning algorithms do produce quite smooth results.
Earlier works on intersection ®nding can be found in (Shamos and Hoey, 1976; Bentley and Ottmann, 1979; Sebok et al., 1981) . The concept in (Sebok et al., 1981) is quite similar to the proposal of this paper.
Non-pixel-wise skeletonization algorithms would include Hough transformation, distance transformation, contour vectorization, Voronoi diagram, run-length coding, cross sequence graph etc. Only very limited and most relevant works are listed in the references. Blum (1964) introduced medial axis (MA) and medial axis function (MAF) concepts, later being referred as medial axis transformation (MAT). Implementation of MAT often causes broken connectivity at intersection regions (but this property is used to our advantage). Shapiro et al. (1981) , Jimenez and Navalon (1982) and Han and Fan (1994) used contour vectorization then skeletonization. Pavlidis (1984 Pavlidis ( , 1986 used LAG (line adjacency graph) in vectorization. Liao and Huang (1990) used maximum circle to remove spurs and merge split 4-fork points. Pavlidis (1984) , Li and Suen (1991) , Hu and Li (1994) and Fan et al. (1998) are run length based. Suzuki and Mori (1993) and Lee and Wu (1998) used cross sequence graph. In these algorithms intersection problems became concerned. Li and Suen (1991) and Hu and Li (1994) worked with uniform width line patterns whereas Fan et al. (1998) worked with non-uniform width pattern. Liao and Huang (1990) , Li and Suen (1991) , Hu and Li (1994) and Fan et al. (1998) are the most related works to this paperÕs proposal.
Intersection distortion problem and the proposed solution
The distortion problem can be described as: (1)`T' junctionÕs straight stroke is only reduced to curved skeleton line, (2)`' and`X' intersection become split, (3) the coarse intersection centers miss their true center positions. These can be clearly seen in Fig. 1 , result of a traditional parallel pixel-wise thinning similar to Zhang and Suen (1984) algorithm. From the skeleton, we can see the intersections are all`Y' shaped: some of these Y's come from original T intersections and others come from split original , X or K intersections. Because of the split, number of intersections becomes greater than it should be. The number of intersections and the number of their branches are signi®cant topological properties.
Inspired by smooth result of pixel-wise thinning and easy intersection location of MAT, we have developed a method using run-length-wise processing for the problem. Similar work can be found in (Li and Suen, 1991; Hu and Li, 1994; Fan et al., 1998) . We use the run-length-wise processing to preprocess, to ®nd average stroke width, to label the strokes and to ®nd the convergence and divergence points. We use the convergent and divergent points to mark the intersections and construct windows around the intersections. Then we thin the image using classical pixel-wise thinning, locate the clipping points of the window edges on pixel-wisely thinned skeleton, and draw straight line intersections to overwrite the distorted intersection.
In our work the pixel-wise operation at low level is combined with the run-length-wise processing at higher level. We not only take advantage of the smooth eect of pixel-wise thinning at nonintersection regions, but also make use of the run-length-wise operation to ®nd and mark intersection regions.
The run-length-wise processing starts by a runlength scan. It scans a continuous span of character pixels of a stroke and processes the image run-length-wisely (Fig. 2) . If the pixel-wise operation can be said to be of a dierential nature, then the run-length-wise processing can be said to be of an integral nature (because a run-length often has size greater than 3). The latter is more robust and reliable than the former for noisy images. From run-length-wise processing we can proceed to patch-wise processing. For example if we want to cut o all the intersection regions of an image we ®rst mark out the patches that we intend to cut then do the patch-wise cut operation. In the following, the italic words are the de®nition words de®ned through the context. 
The run-length-wise processing algorithm
The run-length scan is carried out on a line from left to right, then is repeated from top to bottom. After the current run-length is found, it is checked against run-lengths on the previous scan line for any overlapping. There can be several cases:
Case 1: no overlap, (stroke-start condition); Case 2: there is one overlap, (stroke-continuing condition); Case 3: there are two overlaps, (converge condition); Case 4: there are more than two overlaps; where the overlap is based on 8-connectedness. Case 1 starts a new stroke. Case 2 means the current run-length is part of a stroke continued. Case 3 means the current run-length converges two previous scan line run-lengths, or two strokes start to intersect. Case 4 has not been considered in the current experiment. Case 4 is temporarily treated same as Case 2, i.e., no converge is recorded, resulting the strokes other than the ®rst one on the left terminate at Case 4 run-length. Fig. 2 (a) shows a current run-length of Case 3 highlighted by bold 1's, with its start and end positions denoted by (x 0 , y) and (x 1 , y).
To handle multiple intersections of a connected component, we have to label the strokes in order to further distinguish the intersections. The label is designed to be incremented at a new strokeÕs start position in the 2D image, that is, Label Label +1 if the current run-length is Case 1 run-length. Because the 2D position in a 2D image is unique, so will be the label distinctive. The labelÕs value space is designed to be limited to the size of 2n where n is the length of the imageÕs longer side. 2n is the width of an enlarged temporary buer which is used for simplifying diagonal raster line scans discussed in Section 3. For our experiment, it can be assumed that this space size is sucient and the label will increase monotonically.
A label is carried on by consecutive run-lengths that are of Case 2 and constitute a continuing stroke. In Fig. 2(b) , the stroke labeled by`1's shows a continuing stroke. At the converging point, one of the two converging strokes (the right one) ceases to label, while the other stroke (the left one) will carry the same label onwards.
Convergence is only one aspect of an intersection while another is divergence, that is, one stroke divides into two strokes. Every time Case 2 is encountered, we check if there is a run-length on the left next to the current run-length which is on the same current scan line and overlaps with the same run-length on the previous scan line as the current run-length does. If there is such a runlength (diverge condition), then the current runlength is starting a new branch and it is labeled with a new label, letting the left run-length carry on the continuing label exclusively as shown in Fig. 2(b) . The ®gure shows that label 1 starts from the start of the stroke 1 through to the bottom of the left part of the image and covers the intersection region. Label 2 stops just before the converging run-length and label 3 starts just after the diverging run-length. The bold`3's shows the current run-length.
Convergences and divergences are recorded by their positions and stroke labels in a convergence array and a divergence array, together with the accumulating number of converging or diverging run-lengths as:
where (x 0 , y) and (x 1 , y) are the coordinates of the start point and end point of a run-length that converges or precedes a divergence, respectively. The variables x 0 , x 1 themselves are indexed array and initialized for each raster scan line, so consecutive run-lengths on current scan line will have consecutive indices. In a complicated line pattern image such as a Chinese character there can be a large number of convergences and divergences which are dicult to identify at the high level of processing. So at the low level of processing we need to gradually link them into meaningful pairs and meaningful sets. This is where the labeling plays an important role.
Once all the convergences and divergences are determined, we sort them into pairs according to their label and distance constraints. If a convergence is followed by a divergence on a stroke of same label and is in the distance ranging from a to 2X3 Ã (X intersection condition) where a is the average stroke width and 2.3 is a heuristic data, they are paired. We have previously described that a convergence terminates one stroke (right stroke) label, but the other stroke (left stroke) label is carried on, also that at a divergence the right stroke starts a new label but the left stroke continues the same label. So a common label plus distance constraints will identify the points of convergence and divergence as pairable.
Besides these paired points of convergence and divergence, there are unpaired points of convergence and divergence. We leave them as the convergence sort and divergence sort. They are mainly caused by three way intersections.
This raster line scan is capable of ®nding vertical pairs of X shaped intersection points of convergence and divergence. To ®nd horizontal pairs, the input image is turned 90°, applied with the above procedure once again and result is turned back 90°. Then the pairs from the two passes are linked to form sets of 4-points de®ning a quadrilateral covering the corresponding intersection region.
The linked or unlinked data are assigned to records, each of which, when completed, de®nes a set of 4 points of a patch in the image. The return of the process are the records each comprised of the position and label of a convergence and/or a divergence, the number of pairs, the number of unpaired convergences and the number of unpaired divergences. forward diagonal raster line scan In the same manner as horizontal raster line scan, the labeling is based on 8-connectedness, do all the pairing. An enlarged temporary buer is used to reduce the computational complexity.
backward diagonal raster line scan Begin rotate the image 90°anti-clock-wisely apply the forward diagonal raster line scan rotate back 90°the result End link the intersection pairs (found in the 2 diagonal raster scan passes) into records according to their position and orientation constraints, to determinate +^T types of intersections, extrapolate to ®nd 2 points on the straight edge for^, T type intersections, assign attributes.
Pixel-wise thinning
Thin the overall input line pattern image using classical pixel-wise thinning method.
3. Drawing straight line intersection use the records resulted from the 4 raster line scans to construct quadrilateral windows; use the windows to clip the skeleton resulted from pixel-wise thinning and record the clipping points of window edge and skeletal line; draw straight thin line connecting the clipped skeleton.
* In order to eliminate noise eect of single pixel sparks, a valid run-length should be greater than 0.25 times average stroke width, where 0.25 is a heuristic data.
Application to Chinese character skeletonization
Chinese characters contain intersections largely in rectangular ( [ ] ) con®guration, few in diamond (e) con®guration. So we have to use diagonal raster line scan. If we call a diagonal line`/' sweeping from top-left corner to bottom-right corner of an image as forward diagonal line scan then a diagonal line`n' sweeping from top-right corner to bottom-left corner of an image is called backward diagonal line scan.
We apply a forward diagonal line scan ®rst. To simplify the programming, the input image is padded up to a square one of size n´n where n is the longer side size of the input image. Then an enlarged temporary buer of the size 4 times as big as the squared image is allocated with the squared image being at top-left corner. Thus the scan line only needs to sweep half of the enlarged temporary buer to cover the whole input image illustrated in Fig. 3 . After the scan we sort all convergences and divergences found into linked pairs if they satisfy the label and distance constraints and into single convergences and single divergences if they do not satisfy the constraints. These convergences are only those at the north-west corner of intersections and the divergences only those at the south-east corner of intersections.
We then apply a backward diagonal line scan which is achieved by rotating the image 90°, applying the above described diagonal line scan and rotating back 90°the result, and do similar sorting of all convergences and divergences found. These convergences are now at the north-east corner of intersections and divergences at the south-west corner of intersections.
We have now partially identi®ed from the low level data all linked pairs and their orientation. As an interim measure we mark all the ®ndings on the image. Fig. 4 illustrates this partial result: Fig. 3 . Enlarged temporary buer. the 3's are individual convergences at the northwest corner intersections; the 5's are individual divergences at the south-east corner of intersections; the 4's are individual convergences at the north-east corner of intersections; the 6's are individual divergences at the south-west corner of intersections; the 7±8's are pairs found by forward diagonal line scanning; the 9±a's are pairs found by backward diagonal line scanning. Fig. 4 has also marked out the labeling of forward diagonal line scan.
Further processing links a 7±8 pair with a 9±a pair in order to identify a + junction, links 3 with 4 or 3 with 6 or 4 with 5 or 6 with 5 to identify T junctions. The linking should also satisfy the label and distance constraints.
For a + junction to this stage, we have linked two pairs or four points into a sequential set of vertex data which determines a window enclosing the + junction. For T junctions, we only have two points linked. We need to ®nd the other two points on the side of the straight stroke of a T junction, in order to reach the same stage as we have done with + junctions.
To ®nd the other two points on the straight side of the straight stroke of a T junction, we need to extrapolate the contour of the terminating stroke until it intersects the straight side of the straight stroke. To simplify the process, we use only horizontal or vertical direction as an approximation for extrapolating the terminating stroke, which in reality could present a small angle dierence. The horizontal direction is used for and J and the vertical direction for^and T, to ®nd the other two points on the straight side of a T junction. Then as with + junction we link the ®ndings into a sequential set of vertex data in order to determine a window enclosing the T junction. The sets also carry attributes indicating a + junction or a T junction. By this stage, we have all the four point sets meaningfully sorted and discarded all unmatched points. Fig. 5 shows ordered vertex data (vectorised data) displayed on the input image and Fig. 6 the result of a patch-wise cut operation. The vectorised form can be used for pattern recognition because T and + are key features of the pattern especially T possessing clear orientation that can make character recognition more ecient. The patch-wise cut operation can be used to break down complicated connected component into simple pieces, for example in solving line touch character problem.
We now use pixel-wise thinning to thin the overall image. Pixel-wise thinning is based on pixel by pixel checking against 3´3 patterns. If a pixel is a contour point but not an endpoint or bridge point of single pixel width, then it is deleted from the image. In such a way the image is peeled o from its contour, one pass after the other, and eventually reduced to a single pixel width pattern which is the skeleton of the image. Pixel-wise thinning works well for the non-intersection part of line pattern images but presents unsolvable distortion at regions of singularity (Fig. 1) . We want to make use of the smooth part but avoid distorted intersection regions. That is, at distal parts away from intersections we want to retain the result of pixel-wise thinning but at parts close to intersections we want to use run-length-wise processing. By using the data we have already collected we construct windows around the intersections. Then we ®nd the clipping points at window edges on the pixel-wise thinning result. For + junction there are four clipping points. For T junction there are three clipping points, the fourth point being determined as the mid-point of the two clipping points belonging to the straight stroke of a T junction. These four points are put into sets together with previously determined attributes indicating + junction or T junction.
Then we clear away the distorted intersections enclosed by the windows in the thinned image, shown in Fig. 7 , and use the clipping point sets to draw straight line intersections. The attributes can be used to select drawing elements to distinguish + junctions from T junctions. The result is shown in Figs. 8 and 9 . The characters are handwritten, with non-uniform width and arbitrary line crossing angles. The skeletal intersection replacement does not change other topological properties such as number of 2D holes from the original image than only focuses on intersection and ®xes the distortion.
Application to numeral character skeletonization
The result of applying the run-length-wise operation to numeral character skeletonization is shown in Figs. 10±12 .
The handwritten numerals contain arbitrary cross intersections. We need not only horizontal line scan, but also the vertical line scan as well as the two diagonal line scans, so that any intersection missed by one type of line scan can be found by the other type of line scan. For example, for the numeral character in Fig. 10(a) , the horizontal line scan would not detect the cross intersection because a convergence before the divergence of run-lengths does not exist, nor would the forward diagonal line scan ®nd the cross intersection because no divergence exists after the convergence of run-lengths at the cross intersection. The backward diagonal line scan would not be eective either because no valid convergence of run-lengths can be counted upon under the condition of a convergence being followed by a divergence within a distance greater than 0X25 Ã and less than 2X61 Ã , where a is the average run-length size, 0.25 and 2.61 are coecients that can be decided heuristically. Only the vertical line scan can decisively ®nd the cross intersection.
The condition of 0X25 Ã is for noise suppression and the condition of 2X61 Ã is formulated as following, suppose we have the symmetrical cross shown in Fig. 13 .
The X intersection will be found by horizontal and vertical line scans but not by diagonal line scans. Now turn the cross 45°, the two diagonal line scans will then be the most suitable to ®nd the + intersection whereas the horizontal and vertical line scans will miss the + intersection. A critical angle can be de®ned as half of the 45°turning angle which is 22.5°. If we turn the X more than the critical angle, then the intersection will only be detected by diagonal line scans. If we turn the cross less than the critical angle the cross intersection will only be detected by the non-diagonal line scans. At the critical angle, the distance between the pair of outer boundary points just before the converging run-length is calculated as s s2 s1 sin 45 sin 180 À 45 À 22X5 sin 135
where a is the average horizontal run-length. The parameter however only has statistical meaning. There may still exist redundant records for the same cross intersection. Then a selection function should be used to select the appropriate record based on the areas covered by the redundant records.
Comments on experimental and results
We have experimented the proposed algorithm on some of handwritten Chinese characters and handwritten numerical characters. Part of the results are shown in Figs. 5±12. The results show the proposed algorithm works well to certain standard. The detectable line crossing angle is less than 35°.
There are two major complex areas in computation: (1) is at implementing diagonal line scan boundary condition, that is reduced by using enlarged temporary buer and 90°rotation transformation. (2) is at diagonal line scan labeling which is improved through many times of practical trial.
In comparison with (Li and Suen, 1991; Hu and Li, 1994; Fan et al., 1998) , our method provides run-length-wise treatment in a simpler, more direct and thorough manner. The method has focused on line pattern intersections, combined merits of pixel-wise thinning and run-length scan intersection ®nding. The method has proposed means to work on the scope of dimensions ranged from pixel-wise to patch-wise. It works with handwritten characters where line crossing can be arbitrarily angled and oriented. Liao and Huang (1990) method has some good points to learn from, it uses pixel-wise thinning ®rst then ®nds intersections and ®xes distortions, in reverse order to our method. However, it uses circle scans that can be dicult in implementation.
Conclusion
Most frequently quoted image skeletonization methods are largely based on pixel-wise operations which are too local in relation to human viewing domain and thus present problems that cannot be solved at that level. We have experimented with run-length-wise processing and found they can be used eectively in vectorizing line pattern intersections and overcome the problems at a higher level closer to the human viewing domain.
The run-length-wise operation is in nature a sequential process. It processes run-lengths from top left corner to bottom right corner of the input image, labeling strokes, ®nding points of convergence and divergence. The points of convergence and divergence are paired according to label and distance constraints. The paired points from different raster line scan passes are linked to form records representing quadrilaterals. The records are used to clear and redraw skeletal intersections.
We have experimented the method with handwritten Chinese character and numeral character skeletonization. The result shows the method works well in ®x of the intersection distortion of pixel-wise thinning and at the same time retain the smooth property of pixel-wise thinning at non-intersection regions. 
